
Watch Amitabh Bachchan and Ayushmann Khurrana lock horns in the hilarious trailer of Shoojit
Sircar’s Gulabo Sitabo

June 13, 2020

Welcome to the World of Gulabo Sitabo where two slimy scheming foxes are caught in a game of one upmanship, each one attracting other members
to their clan and each one with an agenda of his own.

Meet ‘Mirza’ (Amitabh Bachchan) – a 78yrs old landlord, who would move heaven and earth for his most prized possession – an old depleted mansion
in the heart of Lucknow

But this garden of roses comes with its own cluster of ‘pricky thorns’ – tenants. Amongst them most prominently, ‘Baankey’ (Ayushmann Khuranna) a
shrewd, sly and squatted tenant, who matches Mirza bit for bit in their ceaseless bantering.

Gulabo Sitabo is a quirky slice-of-life dramedy where Mirza and Baankey, much like Tom and Jerry are unique and unmatched, friend and foe, naughty
and smart, little and large – all things required to produce chaos.

A Rising Sun Films production, Gulabo Sitabo is directed by Shoojit Sircar, written by Juhi Chaturvedi and produced by Ronnie Lahiri and Sheel
Kumar. Gulabo Sitabo will premiere exclusively on Amazon Prime Video on June 12, 2020 in more than 200 countries and territories.

Trailer Link: https://youtu.be/o0qeQ_yHqtA

Watch the motion poster here: https://www.instagram.com/p/CAXAMVUAsPb/?igshid=1hyvli384k2ya

Poster: https://www.instagram.com/p/CAenv2cgV8_/?igshid=18njlhdlk6n4q

Gulabo Sitabo will be a part of the slew of content consisting of the many TV shows and movies from Hollywood and Bollywood in the Prime Video
catalogue. These include Indian produced Amazon Original series such as The Family Man, Mirzapur, Inside Edge, The Forgotten Army and Made In
Heaven, and award-winning and critically acclaimed global Amazon Original series including Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan , The Boys, Hunters,
Fleabag and The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, all on Prime Video, which is available at no extra cost for Amazon Prime members. The service includes
titles available in Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Punjabi and Bengali.

Prime members will be able to watch Gulabo Sitabo anywhere and anytime on the Prime Video app for smart TVs, mobile devices, Fire TV, Fire TV
stick, Fire tablets, Apple TV, Airtel, Vodafone, etc. In the Prime Video app, Prime members can download episodes on their mobile devices and tablets
and watch anywhere offline at no additional cost. Prime Video is available in India  at no extra cost to a Prime membership for just ₹999 annually or
₹129 monthly, new customers can find out more at  www.amazon.in/prime and subscribe to a free 30-day trial.

ABOUT AMAZON PRIME VIDEO
Prime Video is a premium streaming service that offers Prime members a collection of award winning Amazon Original series, thousands of movies
and TV shows—all with the ease of finding what they love to watch in one place.  Find out more at PrimeVideo.com. 

Included with Prime Video:These titles join thousands of TV shows and movies from Hollywood and Bollywood, including
Indian produced Amazon Original series such as Four More Shots Please!, The Family Man, Mirzapur, Inside
Edge and Made In Heaven, and award-winning and critically acclaimed global Amazon Original series including Tom
Clancy’s Jack Ryan , The Boys, Hunters, Fleabag and The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel available for unlimited streaming as part
of a Prime membership. Prime Video includes titles available in Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada,
Malayalam, Punjabi and Bengali.
Instant Access: Members can watch anywhere, anytime on the Prime Video app for smart TVs, mobile devices, Fire TV,
Fire TV stick, Fire tablets, Apple TV and multiple gaming devices. Prime Video is also available to consumers through
Airtel and Vodafone pre-paid and post-paid subscription plans. In the Prime Video app, Prime members can download
episodes on their mobile devices and tablets and watch anywhere offline at no additional cost.
Enhanced experiences: Make the most of every viewing with 4K Ultra HD- and High Dynamic Range (HDR)-compatible
content. Go behind the scenes of your favorite movies and TV shows with exclusive X-Ray access, powered by IMDb.
Save it for later with select mobile downloads for offline viewing.
Included with Prime: Prime Video is available in India at no extra cost with Prime membership for just ₹999 annually or
₹129 monthly, new customers can find out more at amazon.in/primeand subscribe to a free 30-day trial.
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